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Abstract
We investigate the spinodal dewetting of a thin liquid polystyrene (PS) film on a liquid polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) subtrate. Following the evolution of the corrugations of the PS film
via in situ measurements by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and those of the PS-PMMA interface
via ex situ imaging, we provide a direct and detailed comparison of the experimentally determined
spinodal wavelengths with the predictions from linear stability analysis of a thin-film continuum
model for the bilayer system. The impact of rough interfaces and fluctuations is studied theoretically by investigating the impact of different choices of initial data on the unstable wavelength
and on the rupture time. The key factor is the mode selection by initial data perturbed with correlated colored noise in the linearly unstable regime, which becomes relevant only for liquid bilayers
to such an extent. By numerically solving the mathematical model, we further address the impact of nonlinear effects on rupture times and on the morphological evolution of the interfaces in
comparison with experimental results.

1

Introduction

Flows of viscous fluids with free surfaces have been studied for many decades and are critical to
many applications [1]. Dewetting processes are of particular interest because they generate flows that
lead to interesting physical phenomena and reveal fundamental mathematical challenges, e.g., moving
contact line problem [2, 3] and stability and pattern formation in free surface flows [4]. Dewetting flows
with moving interfaces and moving contact lines on solid substrates [5, 6] and on liquid substrates
[7] have been studied extensively over the years [5, 6] and continue to provide many fundamental
insights. Thus, the dewetting from soft or liquid substrates is not only relevant for its many applications
but also for its use to address fundamental physical questions.
In many ways, the dewetting of a viscous liquid from another immiscible viscous substrate is similar
to that on a solid substrate: When a uniform layer is energetically unfavorable, then a thin liquid layer
will destabilize either spinodally or by heterogeneous nucleation [8–14]. Driven by surface energies,
resulting holes will grow over time and lead to characteristic dewetting rims that ultimately lead to
arrays of stationary droplets [15, 16]. However, dewetting from a liquid substrate is also strikingly
different and thus fundamentally interesting: Firstly, the existence of a liquid substrate naturally cures
the contact line singularity and thereby provides an ideal modeling system to study interfacial and
contact line dynamics – in that respect de Gennes called liquid substrates the epitome of perfection
[17, pg. 169]. Secondly, the interaction of the viscous flow through the polymer-polymer interface leads
to a nontrivial coupling of dissipative processes in the flow and in the substrate that can potentially
affect dewetting and pattern formation processes [18, 19]. This coupling provides additional complexity
and leads to many alternative pathways in early and late stages of the dewetting process and is only
relatively well understood theoretically in the classical linear regime [11].
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For a polymer-polymer system on a solid substrate one first needs to understand the destabilization
of initially thin flat polymer layers, as this instability will affect the entire subsequent dewetting process.
The initial period of the polymer-polymer spinodal dewetting was investigated experimentally using
neutron reflection measurements [20] and theoretically using linear stability analysis [11] and by numerical simulations [12, 21]. It was shown that by changing the thickness ratio of the layers one can
switch between different dominant instability modes, i.e., so-called “varicose” and “zig-zag” modes.
Extensions to interfacial slip and its impact on the instability have been investigated in [22], surfactantdriven flows have been investigated in [23, 24], more complex energetic models with sharp moving
contact lines have been developed in [25]. Later stages of the evolution have been studied using AFM
measurements of interface shapes, e.g., [26].
Finally, spatio-temporal fluctuations as considered in the works by Davidovitch et al. [27] and Grün
et al. [28] have been found relevant to explain discrepancies of time-scales for spinodal nucleation
for thin-films on solid substrates. Since all the underlying models are aligned with the fluctuationdissipation theorem, a consistent extension to multi-layered thin-film system should involve a nontrivial
coupling of fluctuations of the PS-air interface and of the PS/PMMA interface. This study will also
motivate the usefulness of such an extension to further understand the spinodal instability of polymerpolymer systems due to the presence of possibly correlated colored noise and fluctuations.
In this study we revisit the spinodal dewetting of a polymer-polymer system and investigate the onset of
the evolution by direct AFM measurements and provide a detailed comparison with the linear theory
and compare with nonlinear simulations. Therefore, in 2 we provide the corresponding experimental and theoretical methodology, characterize the experimental setup, and present the used polymer
system. In 3 we will then investigate the spinodal dewetting by comparing the general evolution of
measured AFM profiles and of power spectral densities with predictions by the underlying linear and
nonlinear theory.

2
2.1

Experimental and Theoretical Methods
Model and linear stability

Thin-film model. In the following we review theoretical facts that are relevant for the understanding of the spinodal dewetting of liquid-liquid thin films. Consider a two layer system with a liquid
polystyrene film (PS) on top of a liquid polymethylmethacrylate substrate (PMMA) as sketched in
Figure 1. The solid-liquid interface is located at z = 0, the liquid-liquid (PS-PMMA) interface is at
z = hPMMA (t, x), and the liquid-air (PS-air) is at z = h(t, x) = hPMMA (t, x) + hPS (t, x) for time
t > 0 and at points x ∈ R2 , respectively. The viscosity of the PS and PMMA phase are denoted
by µα for α ∈ {PS, PMMA} and the surface tensions of the PS-air and PS-PMMA interface by γ`
for ` ∈ {PS-air, PS-PMMA}. The flow of both Newtonian liquids is governed by the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equation with free capillary boundaries and is driven by intermolecular potentials Φ(h)
that destabilize the PS layer and lead to spinodal dewetting [22, 29].
The basis of the theory is a thin-film model, which emerges from the original Navier-Stokes free boundary problem by an asymptotic long-wavelength approximation [23]. First, one introduces a nondimensionalization using typical parameters for pressure, length and velocity

P =

2n φ∗
,
n−2 H

L=

q

γPS-air H
,
P

U=

P H2
µPS L

= TL ,

so that the aspect ratio is small, i.e., ε = H/L  1.
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Figure 1: Sketch of PS-PMMA system with free PS-air interface at h = hPS + hPMMA and PS-PMMA interface at hPMMA .

Introducing the non-dimensional surface tension ratio γ = γPS-PMMA /γPS-air , the two-layer thin film
system is modelled using the energy functional

Z

γ
1
|∇hPMMA |2 + |∇h|2 + Φ(hPS ) dx.
(2.1a)
2
Ω 2

where h(t, x) = hPMMA (t, x), hPS (t, x) and the total height h = hPS + hPMMA . The evolution
for the layer heights h is then governed by the thin-film equation
E(h) =

h
δE i
∂t h = ∇ · Q(h)∇
,
δh

(2.1b)

δE
δE
with δh
= ( δhPMMA
, δhδEPS ). The degenerate mobility matrix Q(h) = Qvisc (hPMMA , hPS )+Qslip (hPMMA , hPS )
encodes viscous dissipation and Navier slip at the interfaces
u3
3
u2 v
2

1
Qvisc (u, v) =
µ

u2 v
2
µ 3
v
3

+ uv 2

!
,

(2.2a)


u2
uv
,
uv v 2 + (µ + 1) bbsi v 2


Qslip (u, v) = bs

(2.2b)

where µ = µPMMA /µPS is the viscosity ratio, bs and bi are the Navier slip length at the solid-PMMA
surface and the PS-PMMA interface [12, 22], respectively. We discretize the thin-film problem (2.1b)
n
using finite elements by seeking h = h(tn , x), π = π(tn , x) such that

hn − hn−1
· v + Q(hn−1 )∇π · ∇v dx = 0,
τ
 n
ZΩ
δE
π·w−w·
dx = 0,
δh
Ω

Z

(2.3a)
(2.3b)

for all suitable test functions v = (vPMMA , vPS ), w = (wPMMA , wPS ) and all natural boundary
conditions. For the derivative of the energy we have



δE
δh

n


=


−(γ + 1)∇2 hPMMA − ∇2 hPS
,
−∇2 hPMMA − ∇2 hPS + Φ0 (hPS )

(2.4)

0

all evaluated at time tn = nτ for n ∈ N and for given initial data h . We use finite elements implemented in MATLAB and deal.II [30] to solve this problem numerically.
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Figure 2: (left) Eigenvalues σs,u (k) of stable and unstable branch. (center) Eigenvector χs,u for the stable and unstable branch with χh = χPS +
χPMMA . (right) Initial perturbation h = h0 + δχα cos(kx x) cos(ky y) using an unstable or stable eigenmode for h0PMMA = 111 nm and
h0PS = 7 nm (amplitude exaggerated) for k = kmax using the physical parameters of the PS-PMMA system.

Linear stability. While the nonlinear evolution problem (2.1b) is solved to explore later stages of the
spinodal dewetting, the onset of the instability is explored by a linear stability analysis. Starting from
0
an initially flat film with given thicknesses h = (h0PMMA , h0PS ) ∈ R2 , we assume small perturbations
of the form

h(t, x) = h0 + δχ(k) cos(kx x) cos(ky y)eσ(k)t

(2.5a)

with k = (kx , ky ), x = (x, y), and χ = (χPMMA , χPS ) with |χ| = 1 in the linear regime for
sufficiently small 0 < δ  1. Plugging this ansatz into the dimension-reduced lubrication equation
(2.1b), one obtains the usual nondimensional eigenvalue problem [11]
2


(γ + 1)k 2
k2
,
E=
k2
k 2 + Φ00 (h0PS )


0

σχ = −k Q(h )Eχ,
with k 2 = |k|2 and det E = 0 at kcrit L = (
ues

σs,u =

− 12 k 2

γ+1 1/2
) .
γ

tr(M ) ± k

2

q

0

For M = Q(h )E the k -dependent eigenval-

1
4

tr(M )2 − det(M ),

(2.5b)

have two branches which we call unstable σu and stable σs as shown in Figure 2. While σs ≤ 0 for
all k , we have σu > 0 for 0 < k < kcrit and σu ≤ 0 for k > kcrit . Correspondingly, we have the
s,u
s,u
eigenvectors χs,u = (χPMMA , χPS ) which determine the components of χ that are exponentially
amplified or damped with σs,u . Thus, in the linear regime the evolution of general initial perturbations
δh is given by the Fourier series in k with stable and unstable modes m ∈ {s, u}, i.e.,

h(t, x) = h0 +

X

wm cos(kx x) cos(ky y)eσα t ,

(2.5c)

k,m
m
m
where w m (k) = (wPMMA
, wPS
) = (δh · χm ) χm . Hence, stable perturbations will quickly die out
and the initial evolution will be dominated by unstable modes with 0 ≤ k ≤ kcrit . Correspondingly,
the spinodal rupture time trup for given initial data is given by setting hPS = 0 in (2.5c), i.e.,

trup
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and therefore also depends on the overlap of the initial perturbation δh with the unstable mode χu
and on k. This dependence on the overlap is not present for single layer thin films, since the linear
stability only features a single unstable branch. Usually the fastest growing mode

σmax = σu (kmax ) = argmaxk σu (k),

(2.5e)

determines the rupture time t ∼ (σmax )−1 , if w u does not or only weakly depends on k.

2.2

Sample Preparation and AFM measurements

In order to monitor the dewetting of the liquid PS film from the liquid PMMA substrate, we use an
experimental setup consisting of a nanometric thin polystyrene (PS) film with molecular weight of
63 kg mol−1 on top of an also nanometric film of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) with molecular
weight of 10 kg mol−1 . The glass transition temperature of PSÂă(63k) is TG,PS = (95 ± 5)◦C, while
that of PMMAÂă(10k) is TG,PMMA = (115 ± 5)◦C [19] . Both polymers were purchased from Polymer
Standard Service Mainz (PSS-Mainz, Germany) with polydispersities of Mw /Mn = 1.03 for PS
and of Mw /Mn = 1.05 in the case of PMMA. The surface tension of the PMMA-air interface is
γPMMA-air = (32 ± 2) mN m−1 , that of the air-PS interface is γPS-air = (31.5 ± 0.2) mN m−1 , i.e.
about 25 times larger than that of the buried PS-PMMA interface γPS-PMMA = (1.25 ± 0.07) mN m−1
[19, 31].
The layered polymer system was prepared on silicon wafer cuts of about (2 × 2) cm2 having crystal
orientation of h100i and a natural oxide layer thickness of (2 ± 0.3)nm determined by ellipsometry
(EP3, Accurion). Prior to coating, the silicon wafers were pre-cleaned with a fast CO2 stream (SnowJet, Tectra) and then sonicated in ethanol, acetone and toluene. After each sonication step the silicon
wafers were blow dried with compressed nitrogen gas. As a last cleaning step, residual hydrocarbons
were etched away by a 30 min dip in Piranha etch (fresh 50 : 50 mixture of sulphuric acid and
hydrogen peroxide (30%)) followed by a thorough rinse with hot ultrapure water [32].
To prepare layered polymer films onto such a pre-cleaned wafer cut, first PMMA films were spin-coated
from toluene solution to a thicknesses of either h0PMMA = (111 ± 4) nm or h0PMMA = (219 ± 7) nm.
As PS can not be spin-coated directly on PMMA using solvents that provide sufficiently good surface
quality, PS was first spin-coated from toluene solution on freshly cleaved Mica sheets with thicknesses
varying between about h0PS = 2 nm and h0PS = 10 nm. Subsequently, these PS layers were floated
on ultrapure water and picked up from above with the PMMA coated silicon substrate. The thicknesses
of the polymer films were determined by ellipsometry. In case of PMMA films this could be done using
the thin film samples as described above. To measure the thickness of PS films, we spin coated PS
films on cleaned silicon wafers using the same solvent concentrations and spinning parameter as on
Mica.
The interfacial width w between the immiscible polymers PS and PMMA based on self-consistent
√
field theory is w = a/ 2χ with the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χ and segment length a.
Commonly reported values for PS/PMMA interfaces lie in the range w = 2 . . . 5 nm [33, 34] with a
logarithmic dependence on film thickness [35]. This potentially affects the molecular roughness of the
PS-PMMA interfaces.
The dewetting processes were typically monitored in situ by atomic force microscopy in soft tapping
mode (AFM, Dimension Icon, fast scan, Bruker). For the various experimental runs, the imaging temperatures were in the range of (120 − 130)◦C to adapt the dynamics of the system to the imaging
speed of the AFM. The viscosity of PS in this temperature range varies between µPS ≈ 9.8 MPa s
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and ≈ 0.98 MPa s and between µPMMA ≈ 6.5 MPa s and ≈ 0.71 MPa s in case of PMMA [36].
The resulting viscosity ratio of PS and PMMA thus is µ = 1.5 for T = 120 ◦C and µ = 1.38 for
T = 130 ◦C [19, 37]. For a more uniform presentation, we will rescale the experimentally observed
rupture-times to the time-scale at the temperature T = 125 ◦C, where the polymer viscosities are
approximately µPS ≈ 2.7 MPa s and µPMMA ≈ 1.9 MPa s. Since the experiments are performed at
different temperatures and thereby there is some uncertainty about the values of the viscosities and
the viscosity ratio, we will use µ = 1 with the time-scale set by µPMMA throughout in the simulations.
We found that for hPMMA  hPS this has a relatively small impact on the dynamics.
For some experiments the sample was quenched to room temperature at a desired dewetting stage
and the frozen dewetting pattern at the PS-air interface was imaged by AFM with great accuracy.
Additionally, the PS layer was removed by dipping the glassy polymer sample in a selective solvent
(cyclohexane, Sigma Aldrich, Germany) for five seconds at 50 ◦C and immediately blow-dried after
removal from the solvent with a gentle stream of nitrogen gas. Subsequently, the formerly buried PSPMMA interface was imaged and the profile aligned with that of the PS-air interface to obtain a full
three dimensional image.
To infer length-scale information from the AFM measurements, for α ∈ {PS,PMMA} we employ the
power spectral density

PSDα (t, k) = N −2 |F[hα (t)]|2 (k)

(2.6)

with F[h](k) the discrete Fourier transformation of a mesh function (AFM measurement or numerical
solution) h ∈ RN ×N with hij = h(xi , yj ). Note that the normalization and averaging over constant k = |k| leads to power spectral densities, where for normalized Gaussian noise ξ one has
N −2 |F[ξ]|(k) ≈ 1. We often show power spectral densities as a function of wavelength λ = 2π/k .

2.3

Effective Interface Potential

Based on the dielectric properties of PS and PMMA, the Hamaker constant for the multi-layered system consisting of air-PS-PMMA can be calculated to

A = 1.49 × 10−20 J,

(2.7)

see [38, 39]. The calculation of the Hamaker constant assumes all media being dielectric with a single
electronic absorption frequency of 3 × 1015 Hz [39, pg. 186]. The relative relative permittivities of air,
PS, and PMMA are εr = {1.00059, 2.6, 2.6} and the corresponding refractive indices are nr =
{1.00029, 1.5894, 1.4893} [38], respectively. Note that several common assumptions are made for
the computation of the Hamaker constant, e.g., dielectric properties of bulk samples are identical to
those of thin films and the assumption of one common absorption frequency. This leads to a realistic
uncertainty in the order of ±0.4 × 10−20 J. However, the positive Hamaker constant implies that
a PS film on top of a PMMA substrate is spinodally unstable, leading to amplification of unstable
eigenmodes, spinodal film break up, and hole growth. This process is described by an intermolecular
potential appearing in the free energy (2.1a) of the form

Φ(h) = −

B
A
+ n.
2
12πh
h

(2.8)

Here, in addition to the Hamaker constant A in the destabilizing Van der Waals force, stabilizing
intermolecular forces are encoded in B and n > 2, where commonly used integer values are 3 ≤
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n ≤ 8 [40]. For a given potential minimum φ∗ = − minh Φ > 0, the precursor thickness is
q
,
h∗ = (n−2)A
12nπφ∗

(2.9)

and does not affect the instability as long as hPS is sufficiently large. The minimum of the effective
interface potential is related to the spreading coefficient S < 0 by

φ∗ = −S = γPS-air + γPS-PMMA − γPMMA-air
= (0.7 ± 0.1)mN m−1 ,

(2.10)

and is determined for the PS-PMMA system from the shape and contact angles of stationary lenses
[19]. Combining the potential in (2.8) with the Hamaker constant (2.7) and the potential minimum gives
the potential shown in Figure 3. Apparently, for moderate film thicknesses hPS ≥ 3 nm the impact of
short-range part encoded in φ∗ , n is negligible and the potential is dominated by destabilizing Van
der Waals forces which drive the spinodal instability. Thus, to allow for nonlinear simulations on larger
domains we choose a potential with n = 4 and reduced minimum φ∗ = 0.07 mN m−1 , see green
curve in Figure 3.
10 -4
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Figure 3: Effective interface potential Φ as a function of PS film thickness hPS . The black line represents the full potential Φ with n = 8, while the
black dashed line is only the long range Van der Waals term. The green curve shows the modified potential with n = 4 and a reduced minimum
φ∗ = (0.07)mN m−1 .

3
3.1

Results and Discussion
Evolution of experimental AFM profiles

We start the discussion by investigating the onset of the spinodal dewetting, as it is observed directly
from the AFM measurements. When heating the prepared bilayer system to a temperature T > TG,α
where both polymers α = {PS, PMMA} are liquid, the surface topography evolves over time. As
shown in the top panels of the exemplary time series in Figure 4, no visible topographic change is
apparent in the experimental AFM profiles of the PS-air interface until small downward indentations
start appearing rather late at t = 990 s. This is in contrast to the internal PS-PMMA interface depicted
in the bottom panels of Figure 4, whose amplitude is visibly growing over time. Once the PS layer
ruptures and PS-air and the PS-PMMA interface meet each other, holes are formed in the upper PS
film and grow over time. This is faintly visible at the PS-air interface at t = 990 s (dark spots, i.e.
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Figure 4: Ex situ AFM scan of the PS-air interface h(t, x) − h0 (top) and of the PS-PMMA interface hPMMA (t, x) − h0
PMMA (bottom) at increasing
0
times t = 0 s, 90 s, 240 s, 525 s, 990 s from left to right. Experiment performed at T = 124 ◦C with h0
PS = 6 nm and hPMMA = 111 nm.
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Figure 5: Experimental power spectral densities PSD(t, k) of AFM height data of PS-air interface (top left) and of PS-PMMA interface (top right) shown
in Figure 4 and corresponding normalized power spectral density of PS-air (bottom left) and PS-PMMA (bottom right) interface. Normalization at t is
PSD(t,k)

taken with respect to the initial density at t = 0, i.e., PSD(0,k) as a function of wavelength λ = 2π/k .

downward deformation) and clearly visible at the PS-PMMA interface at t = 525 s and 990 s (bright
spots, i.e. upward deformation).
To quantify the evolution of the roughness and the onset of spinodal dewetting we computed power
spectral densities of the respective interfaces shown in Figure 4. While again no distinct wavelength
can be identified from the PS-air interface in the upper left panel of Figure 5, the PS-PMMA interface in
the upper right panel shows a clear growth over time and local maximum for 100 nm < λ < 200 nm.
While the maximum itself is clearly defined, the decay for larger wavelengths is rather slow since the
initial data favor longer wavelengths. Thus we show the power spectral density at time t normalized
with respect to the density at time t = 0 in the lower panels of Figure 5. Now the existence of a
fastest growing wavelength λexp = 110 ± 30 nm and a decay for larger wavelengths in the PS-PMMA
interface becomes much more prominent. The corresponding power spectral density of the PS-air
interface also shows a slight enhancement of amplitudes in the range 100 nm < λ < 200 nm at the
last time t = 990 s, while the interpretation of the normalized power spectral density of the PS-air
interfaces remains inconclusive for earlier times.
The preferred wavelength that can be observed at the PS-air interface just before film rupture agrees
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Figure 6: Numerical solutions h(t, x) = hPMMA (t, x) + hPS (t, x) (upper row) and hPMMA (t, x) (lower row) of the thin-film problem (2.1b) at
0
times t = {0, 1.1, 10, 22, 33, 55} × 103 s from left to right with white noise initial data. Initial film thicknesses are h0
PS = 7 nm and hPMMA =
111 nm, giving rise to 1/σu = 9400 s and λmax = 330 nm.

with the preferred wavelength of the buried PS-PMMA interface and also the position of the holes right
after their formation (as obtained by pair correlation function) agrees with this preferred wavelength
obtained at the PS-PMMA interface. Therefore, based on the observation of a preferred wavelength
and the agreement of the preferred hole distance with the preferred wavelength, we can conclude that
it is in fact a spinodal process that leads to the evolution of the topography and finally to film rupture.
1.5

1

0.5

0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Figure 7: Pair correlation function g(r) versus hole distance r (point data and smoothed profile) of the holes sites observed on the√
AFM profile of a PS-air
interface. The AFM sample size is 2 µm × 2 µm and 412 hole positions were identified and the average hole distance is 2 µm/ 412 − 1 = 99 nm,
consistent with the maxima in g at multiples of 80 ± 10 nm.

While the corrugations leading to film rupture are growing downwards on the PS-air interface and
upwards on the buried PS-PMMA interface, the surface evolution seems synchronized in an anti-phase
manner. From in-situ monitoring of both the topography and the material contrast (phase contrast) of
an evolving PS-air surface as well as from aligning ex-situ measured PS-air and PMMA-PS interfaces,
as shown in Figure 10, we can identify that holes appear in the valleys of the preferred wavelength,
which proofs that the development of PS-air and PMMA-PS interfaces are anti-phase.
The observed spinodal wavelength increases for increasing PS film thickness, which was tested for
PS film thicknesses in a range of 2 nm < hPS < 8.8 nm. The experimentally determined wavelength
is independent from the thickness of the liquid substrate provided it is sufficiently thick, which we also
tested for PMMA films with thicknesses of h0PMMA = 111 nm (blue squares) and h0PMMA = 219 nm
(red square) Figure 11(top). The experimentally accessible thickness range is limited to lower PS film
thickness by the inability to preparation thinner PS films. Whereas, for PS films thicker than about
h0PS = 8.8 nm a spinodal wavelength could not be detected reliably. The likely reason for that is
that the driving van der Waals forces weaken for increasing film thickness leading to long spinodal
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Figure 8: Experimental plane-fitted AFM images of the initial roughness of the PMMA layer after preparation (left) and of the same spot after floating
a 7 nm thick PS layer on top (middle). Superimposed AFM cross sections at the dashed lines show the correlation of the interfaces (right). For better
comparison the height average is subtracted from the AFM profiles.

rupture times and thus heterogeneous nucleation will eventually be faster. However, surface corrugations before hole breakup or between nucleated holes can still be observed for PS film thicknesses of

h0PS = 8.8 nm
The amplitude growth of the film thickness dependent preferred (spinodal) wavelength also leads
to a characteristic rupture time that also increases with initially prepared PS film thickness hPS Figure 11(bottom). Experimentally the breakup time is taken as the heating time required to detect the
first hole in an AFM scan and therefore the breakup time might depend on scan size. However, as the
scan areas are large compared to the spinodal wavelength and the statistics of hole sites is reasonably
large this uncertainty is expected to be smaller that the uncertainty caused be the acquisition time for
each AFM scan of around 4 min.

3.2

Comparison with linear stability

Based on data extracted by power spectral density, the comparison of experimentally measured wavelengths compared to the expectation from the linear stability analysis is shown in Figure 11. We observe that the experimental wavelengths and rupture times increase with the polystyrene film thickness
h0PS . However, the linear theory predicts both longer spinodal wavelengths and longer rupture times,
i.e., the theoretical prediction of the spinodal wavelength is systematically larger by a factor of 1.5 − 2.
The weak dependence of the spinodal wavelength on the PMMA film thickness that is predicted by
the linear stability analysis is experimentally confirmed, i.e., experimental determined wavelengths are
independent on PMMA thickness withing the limits of measurement accuracy. The observed discrepancy between the predicted and the experimentally determined spinodal wavelength is unexpected
as the linear stability analysis has been very successful in determining the experimentally observed
spinodal wavelength when a thin polymer film dewets from a solid support[16, 41], which includes
the applied computation of the Hamaker constant based on the approximation from [39]. The discrepancies in the rupture times have been already observed previously and it was argued that they are
caused by thermal fluctuations, which can significantly speed-up the onset of the spinodal instability
[42]. In the following we will thus discuss the possible origin of these discrepancies for liquid bilayers.
The discrepancy in the measured and theoretically expected rupture times and wavelengths can not
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(stable)

(unstable)

Figure 9: Numerical solutions with colored noise initiated with stable and unstable perturbations of flat layers. (row 1,2) Stable perturbation of flat layers
at times t = {0, 0.67, 5.8, 12, 19, 32} × 103 s increasing from left to right, where row 1 shows h(t, x) = hPMMA (t, x) + hPS (t, x) and row 2
shows hPMMA (t, x). (row 3,4) Unstable perturbation of flat layers at times t = {0, 0.14, 1.4, 2.8, 4.4, 7.2} × 103 s from left to right, where row
3 shows h(t, x) = hPMMA (t, x) + hPS (t, x) and row 4 shows hPMMA (t, x). The color coding for the height is valid for each separate row. The
0
film thicknesses for both, stable and unstable initial data, are h0
PS = 7 nm and hPMMA = 111 nm.

be explained using an uncertainty in the physical parameter of the polymer-polymer system: For the
considered system at hand, a dependence of the spinodal wavelength on the exact viscosity or viscosity ratio is not expected from the linear theory. The specific choice of the intermolecular potential has a
small effect on wavelength, i.e., for hPS = 7 nm the unstable wavelength λmax = 330 nm decreases
at most by 5% upon different choices for the short-range potential and the rupture time decreases by
up-to 25%. Any changes of the PS viscosity directly translate into a change of the time scale, which is
certainly the greatest source of uncertainty for the rupture time. Nevertheless, for fixed µPMMA working with a viscosity ratio of µ = 1 instead of µ = 1.4 accounts for an error in the rupture time of
less then 5%. Other dissipative effects such as slip at the polymer-polymer interface can further decrease the rupture time. For example, using hPS = 7 nm and an interfacial slip-length of bi = 10 nm
reduces the inverse of the maximally unstable eigenvalue from 1/σu = 9400 s to 1/σu = 5800 s and
correspondingly reduces the rupture time. A certain uncertainty of the Hamaker constant and thus
in the driving forces will directly impact the theoretically determined spinodal wavelength, whereas a
Hamaker constant of A = 3 × 10−20 , J that would be needed to explain the quantitative difference
√
seems very unlikely. To the best of our knowledge the impact of the interfacial width w = a/ 2χ on
the spinodal instability of multilayered systems has not been discussed in literature but might contribute
to the difference of predicted and observed wavelength.
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0
Figure 10: Aligned experimental AFM profiles of PS-air and PS-PMMA interfaces for h0
PS = 7 nm and hPMMA = 111 nm showing typical rupture
sites at t ∼ 1.7 × 103 s when heated to T = 128 ◦C.Downward indentations of the PS-air interface meet the upward indentations of the PS-PMMA
interface leading to point rupture.
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Figure 12: Power spectral density PSD(t, k = 2π/λ) of hPMMA from the simulation shown in Figure 6 has a maximum that is compatible with
λmax from the linear stability.
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Figure 11: (left) Spinodal wavelength of PS(63k) with variable film thickness on PMMA(10k) having a film thickness of 111 nm (blue squares) and
219 nm (red squares) as determined by power spectral densities of the respective surfaces. The solid black line represents theoretical prediction from
(2.5) for spinodal wavelength. The theoretical curves for a 111 nm and 219 nm PMMA thin film agree within the limits of plot visibility. (right) Spinodal
breakup time determined by first appearance of hole. The rupture times were obtained for temperatures range from 120 ◦C to 130 ◦C and were re-scaled
to a time-scale for a temperature of 125 ◦C assuming a linear dependence between rupture time and polymer viscosity. The error bars are statistical
errors including the uncertainty of an individual measurements. The breakup time for hPS is taken out as hole breakup occurred by heterogeneous
nucleation (uncorrelated holes sites) but a spinodal wavelength could be determined before hole breakup or in areas between holes.

3.3

Nonlinear evolution of spinodal dewetting

Roughness with white noise. The previously observed experimental results show the existence
of a spinodal instability with a well-defined wavelength and rupture time. In addition to the physical
parameters, the only choice left for the nonlinear evolution problem of PS-air and PS-PMMA interfaces
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Figure 13: Power spectral density of hPMMA at time t for numerical solutions with (top left) stable perturbation of flat film with appearance of first holes
at t = 104 s and (top right) with unstable perturbations of flat film with first holes at t = 0.5 × 103 s. (bottom left) Shows stable PSD corresponding
to (first) but normalized w.r.t. the PSD at t = 0 and (bottom right) shows the unstable PSD corresponding to (second) but normalized w.r.t the PSD at
t = 0.

(2.1b) is its initial data, i.e.,

h(t = 0, x) = h0 + δh ξ(x),
hPMMA (t = 0, x) = h0PMMA + δhPMMA ξPMMA (x),
for h = hPS + hPMMA . In the following we investigate the impact of certain choices for the initial data.
We restrict our considerations to small perturbations δhα of a uniform thickness h0α , which might be
suited to explain the discrepancy between experimental measurements and linear stability.
First, we simulate the effect of rough interfaces using normally distributed data ξα (x). An exemplary
solution of (2.1b) is shown in Figure 6, where the initial film thickness is h0PS = 7 nm and is perturbed
with white (Gaussian) noise with δh = δhPMMA = 0.7 nm to resemble the initial roughness of the
PS and PMMA layer. Similar to the experiment, one observes the growth of stronger deformations of
the PS-PMMA interface and growth of smaller deformations of the PS-air surface. Most of the initial
roughness is filtered out from the solution instantaneously, unlike in the experiment, where certain
levels molecular roughness is present at all times. At time t = 22 × 103 s the first hole becomes
visible, which is compatible with the predicted rupture time of 1/σu = 9400 s in Figure 11 from the
linear theory, if one takes into consideration the logarithmic factor that incorporates the initial amplitude
and the overlap with the unstable mode.
In agreement with the experimental results, the simulation results in Figure 6 show that the amplitude
of the PS-air interface h remains comparably small < 2 nm during the initial progression of the linear
stability and is thereby comparable to the initial roughness of the PS-air interface . The main reason
for the smallness of the PS-air interface deformation are the amplitudes of the unstable eigenmode
χu , where due to the ratio of surface tensions γ  1 we also have |χuh |  |χuPMMA |, as it can also
be seen in the middle panel of Figure 2. Larger deformations of the PS-air interface can be observed
in Figure 6 during the later dewetting process t > 104 s where holes grow and ultimately arrays of
droplets are formed.
The corresponding power spectral density of the numerical solution with white noise initial data is
shown in Figure 12. Since no preference is given to any wavelength, the fastest growing mode with
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Figure 14: (left) Generated colored noise for ρ = 1 to be compared to white noise initial data in Figure 6 and the experimental noise in Figure 4.
(right) Comparison of the log-PSD of the initial PS-PMMA interface experimentally determined by AFM (yellow solid line) versus generated interface with
colored noise with exponent ρ = 1 (red line) and standard white noise (blue dashed line).

wavelength λ = 350 nm is clearly visible in the spectral density without any further normalization.
This wavelength is compatible with fastest growing mode λmax = 330 nm for h0PS = 7 nm within the
limited resolution in k -space due to the finite size of the computational domain.
Note that for stable perturbations the nonlinear simulations give wavelengths and rupture times which
are compatible with the linear theory but considerably larger then the experimental observations.

Roughness with colored noise. As shown in Figure 4, the initially prepared PS-PMMA system
features flat layers with a measurable molecular roughness of Rq = 0.24 ± 0.03 nm. Analyzing the
initial AFM measurements of PS-air and PS-PMMA interface in Figure 4 and Figure 8 one observes
an additional long-wavelength waviness of the profiles with typical wavelength of ∼ 1µ, m. Inspecting
the corresponding power spectral densities in the upper panels Figure 5 then reveals that the initial
roughness at t = 0 is not composed of white noise but is rather colored noise with a tendency for
larger amplitudes at longer wavelength causing this “waviness”. Even more importantly, inspection of
the cross-sections in the right panel of Figure 8 reveals that the initial roughness of the PS-PMMA and
the PS-air interface is positively correlated, i.e., at last on a micrometer scale upward deformations of
the PS-PMMA interface lead to upward deformations of the PS-air interface with h(h−hhi)(hPMMA −
hhPMMA i)i ≈ + 12 for the cross-sections shown in Figure 8. This immediately raises the question how
of correlated noisy, rough or fluctuating interfaces affect in spinodal dewetting.
While it is beyond the scope of this paper to explore the impact of fluctuations on the spinodal dewetting
as it has been done for single layer systems [27, 28], we will analyze here the impact of a colored,
correlated initial roughness in the initial data of the thin-film problem on the observed rupture times
and wavelengths. Therefore, we introduce the following model for initial data with colored noise

X δh0
ξ(k) cos(kx x) cos(ky y),
h(t=0, x) = h +
|k|ρ
k
X δh0
α
hα (t=0, x) = h0α +
ξ (k) cos(kx x) cos(ky y),
ρ α
|k|
k
0

π
for α = PMMA with k = (kx , ky ) ∈ L
(mx , my ) for mx , my = 1, ..., N and N the resolution
of the AFM scan or the uniform mesh used for the solution of (2.1b). Here ξα (k) represent normally
P
ρ
distributed random variables with the variance of
k ξα (k)/|k| being one. In the right panel of
Figure 14 a comparison of the initial experimental power spectral density of the PS-PMMA interface
with the generated colored initial data is shown. Again, we see large wavelengths are favored and
colored noise with ρ = 1 describes the initial data much better than white noise with ρ = 0. The left
panel of Figure 14 also shows the corresponding generated noisy initial height hPMMA , which can be
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compared to the initial experimental profiles in Figure 4 or that in Figure 8. Compared to the previous
white noise used in Figure 6, the colored noise is apparently a much better approximation of the
experimental data. However, unlike in the experiment, short wavelengths will be quickly damped out
during the nonlinear evolution due to surface tension so its impact on the nonlinear dynamics needs
to be seen.
While ξα are uncorrelated for different k, we are going to consider the case where ξα (k) = ξ(k),
i.e., the fluctuations of the PS-air and PS-PMMA interface are correlated or anticorrelated for each k
depending on the signs δhα . The reason to consider correlated noise is twofold: Firstly, inspection of
cross section of the initial experimental noise in the right panel of Figure 8 suggest a positive correlation between the PS-PMMA and the PS-air interface deformation, i.e., at least for large wavelength
the PS-air interface appears to follow the corrugations of the PS-PMMA interface. Secondly, selecting
correlated (anticorrelated) colored noise allows us to select random initial data which, for each separate k lie on the stable or unstable branch of the dispersion relation if δhα are proportional to the
eigenvectors χs,u
α , respectively.
In accordance to the solution of the linear stability and the associated eigenvalue problem shown in
Figure 2, we choose initial data on the stable and unstable branch via
stable: δh0 = 1.2 nm,
unstable: δh0 = 0,

δh0PMMA = 1.2 nm,
δh0PMMA = 1.2 nm,

where δh0 = δh0PMMA + δh0PS , which is a sufficiently good approximation to the stable and unstable
eigenvector for sufficiently large k . The values of δh0 , δh are choosen to roughly match the observed
variations in the experimental initial profiles and should, according to (2.5d), enter logarithmically into
the rupture time trup . We choose the initial data on the stable and on the unstable branch of the
dispersion relation in order to explore the impact on rupture times and wavelengths.
The resulting nonlinear simulations with colored noise and perturbed with stable and unstable amplitudes are shown in Figure 9. The stable perturbations shown in the upper two rows quickly die out
for all length scales on both PS-air and PS-PMMA interface for early times, are then amplified again,
finally leading to rupture at the last image at t = 32 × 103 s. Note this takes slightly longer compared
to the initial data which is perturbed by white noise shown in Figure 6, where the rupture occurs at
t = 22 × 103 s. On the contrary, for the unstable initial data shown in the lower two rows of Figure 9
the initial long-wavelength perturbations for λ ≥ λcrit persist and are amplified exponentially with
time. This leads to a much smaller rupture time trup = 1.4 × 103 s, i.e., about 20× faster than for
stable perturbations. Note this rupture time for h0PS = 7 nm is closer to the experimental observations
shown in the right panel of Figure 11 since the overlap with the unstable mode is much larger. More
importantly, since the initial perturbation is not damped at small times, the solution are entering the
nonlinear regime of the spinodal instability, which should further decrease the observed rupture time.
In Figure 13 we show the power spectral density for the stable and unstable perturbed initial data
with colored noise. For stable perturbations, the power spectral density shows first a fast decay of the
initial perturbation which is then amplified over time and leads to rupture at trup = 32 × 103 s. Due
to the initial decay the rather strong initial perturbation falls back into a linearly small perturbation and
thereby the fastest growing mode can fully develop and is visible in both, the power spectral density
and the normalized power spectral density. The fastest growing wavelength λ = 350 nm observed
in both left panels of Figure 13 is again compatible with λmax = 330 nm from linear theory. For
unstable perturbations, the power spectral density immediately grows in time. Due to the initially larger
amplitude of larger wavelength the power spectral density here shows a much larger maximum at
λ = 500 nm at t = 2648 s which also has a large width at half height compared to the stable initial
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data. Very likely this is due to the fact that the initial data start already in the nonlinear regime and the
most unstable perturbation does not have enough time to grow out of the initial data. Notably, if the
amplification is normalized with respect to the initial amplitude of the PSD, then the resulting maximum
gives a significantly lower maximum in the PSD close to the critical wavelength λcrit = 230 nm, which
is probably caused mainly by the nonlinear amplification of the initial perturbation in the unstable
regime.
This shows that an indirect identification of the spinodal wavelength from PSD in the presence of
colored noise and fluctuations requires a careful treatment of the initial state, as otherwise one might
identify systematically lower or higher wavelengths. We observe considerable differences between the
wavelengths measured from power spectral densities in the stable λ = 350 nm and in the unstable
λ = 250 nm case.

4

Conclusion and outlook

We compared AFM-based experimental observations and theoretical prediction of the spinodal instability of a polymer-polymer system. While observations of wavelengths and rupture times clearly support the theoretical expectations for the the dependence of the spinodal instability on film thickness,
experimental values are somewhat smaller compared to the prediction by linear theory. Observing that
the initial roughness is both colored and correlated, we performed an investigation on the qualitative
behavior of such initial data. While stable initial data give wavelength and rupture time mostly compatible with the linear theory, unstable perturbations produce smaller wavelength and considerably faster
rupture time.
It remains a question which type of initial condition, i.e. stable or unstable, is more realistic for the
experimental polymer-polymer system. The fact that we observe a positive correlation at longer wavelengths would speak for the stable case. The fact that the experimentally observed breakup times and
wavelength are smaller than the theoretical prediction bears some resemblence to our observations
for the unstable case. Concerning the positive correlation, it should also be noted here that for the
breakup time not the correlation on the micrometer scale but the correlation of the interfaces at the unstable wavelength λ ≈ λmax is relevant. In this sense the question cannot be answered definitely and
the resulting uncertainty in the rupture times emphasizes the strong influence of fluctuations, noise
and roughness on the spinodal dewetting. These observations definitely call for an extension of the
current theory for polymer-polymer dewetting and the inclusion of thermal fluctuations.
Another aspect that might be useful in distinguishing the impact of correlation and noise is that both
pathways would have an impact on the subsequent pattern formation process. Similar to dewetting
from a solid substrate, we observe for a narrow range of polystyrene film thicknesses the characteristic
dewetting with satellite hole formation, see Figure 15.
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